POLICY STUDENT EXCHANGE CODARTS CIRCUS ARTS
Circus Arts only has limited possibilities for exchanges.
-

In principal the exchange student will be placed in the first year.
We only accept students coming from schools that are member of the FEDEC and who meet
the technical level of the first year.
Student can only apply for one specialization. A combination of several specializations is not
possible.
Exchange is only possible for the circus techniques that are offered (see audition criteria
2022-2023 on our website).
Our preference is for an exchange in the first semester of the school year.
Exchange students participate in all group classes. Exemptions may be eventual projects as
the group production or project weeks.

Students can apply by sending in the following material:
One video link with a total length of 3 minutes to universally used video systems (such as
f.e. YouTube or Vimeo + publicly watchable):
1. Personal introduction and artistic vision
a. Who are you? Tell us your name, nationality, specialization and personal info
Format:
- as in a video conference,
- only your head + shoulders
without music
- in total max 30 sec
2. Technical and artistic skills
a. General physical skills:
- exercises floor acrobatics: show 2 lines in which you integrate cartwheel
(both left and right), handstand, jump and if possible flip and/or salto
- exercises flexibility: frontal and side split, bridge
- exercises handstand: for each exercise, independent or with assistance by
partner or wall:
o show in profile position: getting into handstand and hold for 10 sec
o show your level in a 1 arm position
o show your 2 best handstand variations
only if applicable: exercises on the trampoline
Format:
- without music!
- a composition of the above mentioned several skills
- each technical exercise needs to be recorded in one take
- only record the exercises (not the preparation)
- in total 1.5 min max

b. Highlights of figures in the circus discipline that you are applying with:
Format:
- without music!
- a composition of technical exercises within your discipline
- each technical exercise needs to be recorded in one take
- only record the exercises (not the preparation)
- in total max 1 min.
A medical statement that allows you to do intense physical training, not older
than 3 months and in Dutch/English/German/French
A definitive decision can only be made after the final selection of our regular audition, when we
know which places are still open per specialization.

